
In this case series of 34 patients on LEN/CAB from 

four U.S. academic medical centers, high rates of 

virologic suppression (94%) were seen (up from 

47% at baseline). Clinicians used LEN/CAB for 

adherence challenges and NNRTI resistance. 

These data support a clinical trial of LEN/CAB as 

CAB/RPV cannot be used in LMICs with high rates 

of NNRTI resistance 
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• Injectable cabotegravir (CAB)/rilpivirine (RPV) is the 

only combination long-acting (LA) antiretroviral 

treatment (ART) regimen approved for HIV

• RPV is not effective among individuals with 

nonnucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor 

(NNRTI) resistance (when the mutations are RPV 

resistance associated mutations, RAMs), which has 

>10% prevalence in many countries (Figure) 

• Lenacapavir (LEN) is a LA capsid inhibitor given 

every six months but has not been studied in 

combination with other LA agents

• .. 

• All patients (n=34: 76% male; 24% cis/trans female; 

41% Black; 38% Latino/a; median age 47 [range 28-

75] years; 29% and 71% on CAB every 4 or 8 

weeks) reported challenges adhering to oral ART 

(Table)

• Reason(s) for using LEN/CAB with or without RPV 

were: either documented or suspected NNRTI 

mutations (n= 21, 59%), integrase mutations (n=5, 

15%), high VL (n=6, 18%), or continued viremia on 

CAB/RPV alone (n=4, 12%)

• Injection site reactions on LA-LEN were reported in 

44% (32% grade I, 12% grade 2). 

• All patients but two (32/34; 94%) suppressed (VL< 

75 copies/mL) after starting LEN at a median of 8 

(4-16) weeks, with 16/34 (47%) suppressed at 

baseline.
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Table: Details of patients (n=34) of LEN/CAB in this case series

Figure: Rates of NNRTI resistance across countries as 
of WHO report 2021 (RPV 2.7-18.7%)

• Four clinics where providers are using either LA 

CAB/RPV or LA CAB paired with LA LEN for selected 

patients with adherence challenges off-label were 

identified (UCSF Ward 86, UCSD Owen Clinic, 

MetroHealth’s HIV Clinic, UPenn Clinic) and a case 

series assembled

• All patients in this series experienced challenges to 

taking oral ART which is why LA ART was prescribed

• Variables, including sex; gender; age; race; ethnicity; 

current housing status; substance use; viral load (VL) 

prior to starting LEN/CAB; duration between CAB 

doses (every 4 or 8 weeks); whether injectable RPV 

was also given; viral mutations in the NNRTI or 

INSTI class; BMI; time on the regimen; and LEN 

injection site reaction garnered from medical record

• IRB approval in clinics to present data if no patient 

identifiers 

• First case series of patients on a novel combination 

of long-acting ART with LEN (subcutaneous every 6 

months) and CAB (intramuscular every 4-8 weeks) 

with or without RPV

• All experienced adherence challenges with oral ART

• Most common reason for use of this off-label 

combination was NNRTI mutations

• Overall, viral suppression doubled from 47% at 

baseline to 94% on LEN/CAB

• Patients with documented or suspected NNRTI 

mutations all achieved suppression on LEN/CAB

• Due to prevalence of NNRTI mutations worldwide 

(Figure), CAB/RPV not approved as LA ART by 

WHO in low-and-middle-income countries (LMICs)

• Therefore, in 2024, disparities exist in availability of 

LA ART between high and LMICs

• Trial needed to study LEN/CAB in patients with 

NNRTI resistance worldwide given this disparity; this 

case series serves as a call for this trial
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